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Abstract
This study aims to provide innovation management for inputting practical work titles online based on Laravel. The rapid development of the positive number of Covid-19 has made the world restless, including the country of Indonesia, which has gone through more than 1 year of the pandemic period starting from March 2020 to May 2021. The surge in positive cases of Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the sustainability of the institution's teaching process. Education. Covid-19 is forcing digital transformation towards the 4.0 education era. Technology is the only answer that can help during the pandemic, with technology the teaching and learning process continues, meetings, discussions and other things continue online. With digital transformation, conventional methods have been replaced, one of which is inputting the title of Practical Job Training (KKP) at Raharja University which utilizes the ability of Ms. Excel. This offline KKP title input service must be replaced, given the existence of Large-scale Social Restrictions which require students to make long-distance contact with the KKP title inputting administrator and reduce the service for filling out forms which are quite time-consuming and the occurrence of data input errors. The method used in this research is the Agile method Scrum Tire which is a reference in working on Laravel-based technology. With the presence of this technology, it becomes a finding in replacing conventional methods and breakthroughs in the all-digital pandemic. The application of online KKP input can provide convenience and efficiency in the process.
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1. Introduction
The development of technology today has developed rapidly and has been widely implemented in the world of education, especially in the pandemic period which strats from March 2020 until this day May 2021 [1], everyone depends on the innovations produced by technology for the continuity of their daily activities starting from companies, agencies, and other institutions. This can be seen from the increase in the number of internet users, which reached 196.7 million in 2020 [2]. With the situation and the flow of increasingly rapid technological developments, the authors conducted research that aims to produce changes in management innovation in the manual inputting service for the Job Training Title is at Raharja University [3]. Where in this
research will apply laravel-based title input which will replace the manual inputting system [4] with the help of Ms. Excel or paper forms that will later be stacked in a room [5]. The implementation of this laravel framework provides benefits with the presence of several features that are very important in terms of security, namely, password storage, password reset, validation, and encryption [6]. The presence of laravel framework-based title input is a management innovation that is influenced by the collaboration process, the context of cooperation in educational management innovation is a process that is built within the framework of planning, implementation, and evaluation [7] with the support of human resources and adequate facilities [8]. The resources referred to in educational institutions consist of humans, infrastructure, technology [9], and costs where human resources in improving higher education management are needed by someone who has creativity [10] and enthusiasm for the organization that runs in the success of higher education. With good quality management in a tertiary institution, it can increase the efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity of education [11], too achieve good quality management it is necessary to implement the basic principles of management in educational practice, namely (1) selecting work procedures, (2) conducting education and training, (3) prepare and make job specifications, (4) determine the system that produces, and (5) determine the method or method of work [12] [13].

The realization of inputting the title Practical Job Training based on laravel, will provide 7 advantages:

1. Minimizing processing time.
2. Reducing human contact.
3. Minimizing the percentage of the possibility of Covid-19 spreading.
4. Reduce data input errors.
5. Become an efficient innovation for users.
6. Become one of the interesting innovations.
7. Fulfillment of management principles in the scope of education [14].

2. Research Method

In the study of inputting the title of practical work-based lectures, laravel will use the Agile Scrum B an method. In applying the Scrum method, the development process will be divided into several sprints [15].

Figure 1. The process of the Scrum method

In Figure 1, the workflow of the Scrum method has been presented. Furthermore, an explanation of the Scrum workflow is described below:

1. Product Backlog

   Namely the things that are needed or should be available in the desired product. In the case of inputting the title of a laravel-based practical work lecture, it will create a backlog containing starting from creating a database and the algorithm used by the backend, namely the application of the laravel framework [3].
2. Sprint Backlog

In the list that has been made in the backlog, the sprint backlog will go through the process of being executed by members of the system development team. The period given is around 2 weeks to 1 month to complete the tasks listed in the backlog list [16].

3. Increment

Namely the result of the product backlog that has been completed and is in a usable state [19].

Through 3 stages in the Agile Scrum Bun process, in this research, several stages will be carried out:

2. **Sprint Backlog**: The stages for the team, the things that need to be done are arranged in a table that will be updated every time the process is complete.
3. Increment: Through the analysis that has been carried out and the preparation of the system carried out at the sprint backlog stage, this increment stage becomes the goal of all processes that have been passed in the Agile Scrum Burm method.

2.1 Literature Review

In this study, 7 (seven) literature reviews that have been conducted by other researchers in the previous year will be raised, as well as related to research conducted on management innovation in submitting the title of practical work lectures based on laravel framework.

Research on practical work courses has been discussed beforehand by several researchers, one of which is checking students who are eligible for practical work using the YII framework wherein its application, the system will automatically update student data that is integrated with an online database. This study also explains the ease and speed obtained compared to conventional processes which are still handled manually [20].

In Other studies have been done previously, discussing the advantages of technology in its application in the field of education. Where in research, discussing the convenience provided for students and lecturers in overcoming the filling out of the assessment form for practical work lecture activities, the application of an online system in this assessment activity will provide efficient processing time, and reduce the use of paper in filling out forms [14].

The implementation of the laravel framework has done a lot of research in dealing with various problems. One of them is the implementation of the laravel framework as a brand image in universities. In this study, laravel succeeded in increasing the four factors of brand image in higher education compared to websites that had been built previously without using the laravel framework. The four factors that have been successfully improved consist of brand loyalty, reputation, affinity, and recognition [21] [22].

The application of the website in handling submissions for practical work lectures or final assignments has been researched by Sam Ratulangi University, especially in the Informatics Engineering (IT) study program. This research, which was conducted in 2016, produced a website design for applying for practical work courses that can provide convenience for students and reduce complaints about the length of the process for submitting practical work lectures [23].

Other research on the application of the website continues in order to minimize student complaints about the too-long process and the lack of accuracy of the input data. In this research, the application of inputting practical work lectures based on websites has made a breakthrough in the educational transformation towards the digitalization era [24].

It is not only the website that has been successfully researched in improving the quality of service for students and the convenience of lecturers in handling practical work lectures or theses. Research creates applications within the scope of Satya Wiyata Mandala Nabire University and Serambi Mekkah University which aims to provide optimal services in providing information quickly, accurately, and efficiently in an application as well as providing easy access for students and lecturers by only requiring a connected smartphone. with the internet [25]. This research was conducted because the old system that has been created is considered to provide less service to lecturers and students who are doing their thesis [26].

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 Problem

Practical work-study is an important thing for students to pass to achieve the requirements for graduation for undergraduate [27]. Practical work-study itself is an activity that provides opportunities for students to observe work fields and practice the knowledge that has been gained during the lecture period in the world of work. However, to carry out practical work lecture activities students need to go through several stages in obtaining approval of the title that they want to use as practical work-study research. In Raharja University [28], inputting titles submitted by students still uses a manual system where students still have to print the form that has been filled in to be submitted to the head of the department, and then data validation is carried out [29]. Of course, this manual process received complaints from students due to the time-consuming process, and there were errors in inputting names or titles due to too many paper forms that needed to be handled so that the service was not optimal [30].

The manual system applied at Raharja University is very unsuitable in the pandemic...
situation that Indonesia is currently going through. With a face-to-face process and submitting forms from hand to hand, entering the title is an activity that does not comply with large-scale social distancing activities and becomes an activity that can continue the chain of potential Covid-19 infection [31]. Seeing the Covid-19 situation, who do not know when it will end, changes are needed that can make it easier for students, heads of departments, and other staff in handling the input of practical work lecture titles [32]. The change needed is a change by utilizing technology that is by today’s developments, namely digitalization [33] [11].

Figure 4. Flow filing lecture title work practice

In Figure 3. It has been presented in the submission process through college title for practical work activities, among others:

1. Students fill in the application form consists of the title (title he wants, and the name of the supervisor proposed).
2. Students complete several supporting documents (photocopy of the list of grades, study card, and practical work college payment slip).
3. Students print out the completed form.
4. Students submit a printed form to the head of the department, the
5. Head of the department starts the data validation process for inputting the title of the proposed practical work course.
6. After validation, the head of the department will submit it to the RPU.
7. RPU confirms the data provided.

The complexity of the stages that are passed in inputting the title of practical work at Raharja University has made the existing management considered less good. So, changes
are needed that can produce a management innovation that is better than the manual title input method [34].

3.2 Research Implementation

To overcome the problems that have been described, this study will present an innovative use of technology in the process of inputting practical work lecture titles that can make it easier for students [35], heads of departments, and other staff involved and provide processing speed and accuracy of successfully inputted data [36]. Portal UR is a solution offered in overcoming the problems that occur, wherein the construction of this portal website utilizes a laravel framework in the system. The following is programming in inputting the title of practical work online via the Raharja University portal:

```html
<!-- HTML code for input portal -->
```

Figure 5. coding entry practical work lecture title

1. Design an attractive and friendly website appearance [37] on the laravel title input portal by implementing PHP and Adobe Dreamweaver programs for the register and account login sections.
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Figure 6. Display of account registration

In Figure 5, students are required to register for an account by filling in some data. Starting from the full name, email address using the email rinfo, and password required for account security.

Figure 7. Login display on the portal UR

After registering for an account, students can immediately log into the portal UR by filling in their email address and password.

2. User display, equipped with user profiles and user biodata input.
3. List for submitting practical work lectures

After entering the portal UR, click on the student icon which will be directed to the main menu to apply for practical work lectures.

4. After students fill in the list of submissions for practical work lectures, the head of the study program will input the supervisor who will be notified to students through a
notification obtained from the registered email. After that, students will input data on the title of practical work college research [38].

![KKP](image)

Figure 11. Element for submitting practical work lecture titles

5. After successfully inputting the title, then successfully accepting it and all data has been successfully validated, students can conduct guidance on completing practical work assignments with directions from predetermined supervisors [24]. In the portal UR, students can see the status of the completion stages of practical work assignments.

![Status Information](image)

Figure 12. Status of the completion process of practical work college research

### 4. Conclusion

Service for inputting the title of the Job Training Lecture for University of Raharja students which was carried out offline was only assisted by Ms. Excel is considered inefficient because it takes a long time to handle and frequent data input errors. Through the problem of inefficiency, it is necessary to improve online-based services to make it easier for data managers to input titles and provide a sense of comfort to students and become a solution in preventing the spread of Covid-19.

With the existence of management innovation in inputting the title of practical work lectures at University of Raharja using an online system in the form of a Laravel framework-based UR portal, it can make the services provided by University of Raharja of good quality and the implementation of management principles in universities that successfully carry out planning, implementation and evaluation aspects [30] with the support of adequate resources and facilities in the design of this UR portal system [31]. The presence of the UR portal will also make
Raharja University play an active role in breaking the Covid-19 distribution chain by replacing manual methods with digital or online methods [32]. The application of the UR Portal will provide several benefits for both the students and the universities involved. There are 7 advantages, including providing optimal service [33], speed in processing incoming data, efficiency, reducing paper usage, minimizing data input errors, reducing the spread of Covid-19 in the campus area, making Raharja University a campus that follows digitalization transformation trend.

Of course, the implementation of the UR portal is not 100% good, it is necessary to improve the system, which is expected in the future through the UR portal, there is an online approval signature that can be authentic legal proof of the approval for inputting the title submitted. Will provide several benefits for both the students and the universities involved. The benefits obtained include:

1. Providing optimal service [33].
2. Speed in processing incoming data.
3. Efficient.
4. Reduce paper usage.
5. Minimize data input errors.
7. Making University of Raharja a campus that follows the trend of digitalization transformation.

Of course, the implementation of this UR portal is not yet 100% good, it is necessary to improve the system which is expected in the future through the UR portal there is an online approval signature that can be authentic legal evidence on the approval for inputting the title submitted.
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